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Valves  in  steel  housing

Valve’s
model

1ÂÍ / Ñ-4 st.2

3ÂÍ / Ñ-4 st.4

ÂÍ1Ñ-4 st.

Dimensions,  mm

L B H A

Weight,
kg

Diameter
Nominal,

mm

15

20

25

G,
inches

1

3/4

L1

91

105

73

80

131

138

31,5

35

2,9
(3,6)*

3,3 (3,9)*

18

21

10,1

22,5

51,1

DK

80

TWO-POSITION  SAFETY  VALVE
FOR  LIQUID  MEDIUMS

(BH  series,  coupling  connection)

This  type  of  valves  is designed as  the  shut-off  device  
for   various  non  aggressive  liquid  mediums  with  
viscosity  up  to  40  cSt
   

Operating  pressure  range,  max:   4  bar
ÎOperating  environment  temperature:  from 5 Ñ  above  

Îthe  freezing  point  up  to  +90 Ñ

Switching  frequency,  1/h,  max:  500 

Solenoid  rated  power  consumption  (heated  up  state,  
max):  at  the  tme  of  valve  opening:  35 W
            energy  saving  mode:  17,5 W

Consumption  current  at  the  time  of  valve  opening,  
mA,  max:
    for  the  version  :   190  mA
    for  the  110 V  version:   380  mA
    for  the  24 V  version:     1700  mA

220-230  V  

Figure. 14-1. Valves  for  liquid  mediums,  DN 15, 20, 25  mm,
coupling  connection

Resistance
factor

Climatic  version:
General  industrial  version - 

Î     -30...+40 Ñ;
Î     -45...+40 Ñ;
Î     -60...+40 Ñ.

Degree  of  protection:
General  industrial  version  -  IÐ65;
Explosion  proof  version  -  IÐ67.

Service  term,  switchings, 
min:  1 000 000
    

Housing  material:  
  STEEL
   

Mounting  position:  any,  except,  
when  the  solenoid  is  placed  
lower  then  valve’s  longitudinal  
axis

In  case  of  ordering  explosion  proof  version  of  the  valve  (2ExmIIT4),  letter  “E”  should  be  added  to  
1name/identification code  of  the  valve.      Example:  ÂÍ / Ñ-4Å st.2

          * for  explosion  proof  version
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Valves  in  steel  housing
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Valve’s
model

1ÂÍ / Ñ-4P st.2

3ÂÍ / Ñ-4P st.4

ÂÍ1Ñ-4P st.

Dimensions,  mm

L B H A

Diameter
Nominal,

mm

15

20

25

G,
inches

1

3/4

L1

91

105

73

80

231

238

31,5

35

3,3
(4,0)*

3,6 (4,3)*

18

21

10,1

22,5

51,1

DK

80

Climatic  version:
Î

     -30...+40 Ñ;
Î

     -45...+40 Ñ;
Î

     -60...+40 Ñ.

Degree  of  protection:
General  industrial  version - IÐ65;
Explosion  proof  version - IÐ67.

Service  term,  switchings, 
min:  1 000 000
 

Housing  material:  STEEL

Position  indicator’s  power  source:  
     10...30  V DC

Degree  of  protection  of  position  indicator:  
IÐ68

Position  indicator  type:  inductive  type  
(output  fey  of  position  indicator  opens  when  
the  valve  is  energized)
   

Mounting  position:  any,  except,  when  the  
solenoid  is  placed  lowerthen  valve’s  
longitudinal  axis

In  case  of  ordering  explosion  proof  version  of  the  valve  (2ExmIIT4),  letter  “E”  should  be  added  to  
1name  of  the  valve.  Example:  ÂÍ / Ñ-4PÅ st.2

          * For  the  explosion  proof  version

Weight,
kg

Resistance
factor

This  type  of  the  valves  is designed as  the  shut-off  device  for  
various  non  aggressive  liquid  mediums  with  viscosity  up  to  40  cSt
   

Operating  pressure  range,  max:   4  bar
ÎOperating  environment  temperature:  from 5 Ñ  above  the  freezing  

Îpoint  up to  +90 Ñ

Switching  frequency,  1/h,  max:  500 

Solenoid  rated  power  consumption  (heated  up  state,  max):  
  -  at  the  time  of  valve  opening:  35 W
  -  energy  saving  mode:  17,5 W

Consumption  current,  mA,  max:
    for  the  version  :   190  mA
    for  the  110 V  version:   380  mA
    for  the  24 V  version:     1700  mA

220-230  V  

TWO-POSITION  SAFETY  VALVE
FOR  LIQUID  MEDIUMS  with  position  indicator

(BH  series,  coupling  connection  type)

Figure. 14-2. Valves  for  liquid  mediums,  DN 15, 20, 25  mm, 
coupling  connection  with  position  indicator
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Degree  of  protection:   General  industrial  version - IÐ65;
    Explosion  proof  version - IÐ67.

   

Service  term,  switchings,  min:  1 000 000
   

Mounting  position:  any,  except,  when  solenoid  is  placed  lower  then  valve’s  longitudinal  axis.
   

Weight,  max:  5,0 kg  (for  general  industrial  version);  5,3 kg  (for  explosion  proof  version).
   

In  case  of  ordering  explosion  proof  version  of  the  valve  (2ExmIIT4),  letter  “E”  should  be  added  to  
name  of  the  valve.  Example:  ÂÍ1Ñ-4Å  st.  fl.

Climatic  version:
Î     -30...+40 Ñ;
Î     -45...+40 Ñ;
Î     -60...+40 Ñ.

Valves  in  steel  housing
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TWO-POSITION  SAFETY  VALVE
FOR  LIQUID  MEDIUMS

(BH  series,  flange  connection)

This  type  of  the  valves  is designed as  the  shut-off  device  
for  various  non  aggressive  liquid  mediums  with  viscosity  
up  to  40  cSt
   

Operating  pressure  range,  max:   4  bar
ÎOperating  environment  temperature:  from 5 Ñ  above  the  

Îfreezing  point  up to  +90 Ñ

Switching  frequency,  1/h,  max:  500 

Solenoid  rated  power  consumption  (heated  up  state,  max):  
  -  at  the  time  of  valve  opening:  35 W
  -  energy  saving  mode:  17,5 W

Consumption  current,  mA,  max:
    for  the  version  :   190  mA
    for  the  110 V  version:   380  mA
    for  the  24 V  version:     1700  mA

220-230  V  

Figure. 14-3. Valve  BH1C-4 st. fl.  for  liquid  mediums,  DN 25  mm,
coupling  connection
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Service  term,  switchings,  min:  1 000 000
   

Position  indicator’s  power  source:  10...30  V DC
Position  indicator  type:  inductive  type  (output  fey  of  position  indicator  opens  when  the  valve  is  
energized),  degree  of  protection  -  IP68
   

Mounting  position:  any,  except,  when  the  solenoid  is  placed  lowerthen  valve’s  longitudinal  axis
   

Weight,  max:  5,3 kg  (for  general  industrial  version);  5,6 kg  (for  explosion  proof  version).
   
In  case  of  ordering  explosion  proof  version  of  the  valve  (2ExmIIT4),  letter  “E”  should  be  added  to  
name  of  the  valve.  Example:  ÂÍ1Ñ-4PÅ  st.  fl.

Climatic  version:
Î     -30...+40 Ñ;
Î     -45...+40 Ñ;
Î     -60...+40 Ñ.

Degree  of  protection:  IÐ65.
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Figure. 14-4. Valve  BH1C-4P st. fl.  for  liquid  mediums,  DN 25  mm,
coupling  connection  with  position  indicator

TWO-POSITION  SAFETY  VALVE
FOR  LIQUID  MEDIUMS  with  position  indicator

(BH  series,  coupling  connection  type)

This  type  of  the  valves  is designed as  the  shut-off  device  
for  various  non  aggressive  liquid  mediums  with  viscosity  
up  to  40  cSt
   

Operating  pressure  range,  max:   4  bar
ÎOperating  environment  temperature:  from 5 Ñ  above  the  

Îfreezing  point  up to  +90 Ñ

Switching  frequency,  1/h,  max:  500 

Solenoid  rated  power  consumption  (heated  up  state,  max):  
  -  at  the  time  of  valve  opening:  35 W
  -  energy  saving  mode:  17,5 W

Consumption  current,  mA,  max:
    for  the  version  :   190  mA
    for  the  110 V  version:   380  mA
    for  the  24 V  version:     1700  mA

220-230  V  


